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New South Wales Police 

STATEMENT in matter of: Place: .2ecte.e.r.m....2.alice....Station 

.5gNAPMA_AaAAU.7.3.  Date: ..13.. lanuary‘ 

Name:   aarba.r.a. Dawn 
(Surname in capitals) 

ddress: ..  Te1. No. 

Occupation: U.BAMP.1g1Y.e.d. STATES:-

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in Court as 

a Witness. 

2. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I made it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated in it anything which I know to be false or do not 

believe to be true. 

3. I am 48 years old. 

• 

tin 11.....no • 

4. About 7pm on Friday 10 January, 1992, I went down to the 

Clifton Hotel with a couple of friends. We was drinkin in 

the doorway of the Hotel near the pool table. My son 1310 

and his girlfriend turned up about an hour later. 

5. I was playing pool with the boys, about 10.30pm I was 

playing pool Beaver HOOKEY and I played with him for about 

half an hour. I didn't take much notice of where he was and 

I left with me son and his girl when the Hotel closed at. 

half past eleven. 

6. The only time I saw Beaver was the time I pool with him. 

I didn't leave with him. The next time I saw Beaver was at 

the Subway Hotel at about 8 o'clock the next morning. 

Witness Signature..6.44(" a2 c'•

7. I remember when I was down the Subway Hotel Beaver gave me 

a Red jumper and the collar was dirty around the neck. It was 

a nice dress jumper, but it had fluff on it. I noticed that 

Beaver wast (*fig a black see through shirt and black shorts 
Si cm all wt. • 
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STATEMENT (continued) in matter of:  Serious.. As sa.u.1.± 

 Name:  STACY. Fiar.bara Dawn 
(SurimminmxtiM 

• 

• 

with Cronulla colours on the side. Beaver had on those 

clothes at the Clifton Hotel and the Subway Hotel the next 

morning. 

Witness .Signature 

Witness:  Signature:  


